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What’s the difference?
What is Legislation? Legislations are laws enacted
by the governing body of a country. They are
directives proposed by a legislative body and are
broader and more general than regulations.
What is Regulation? Regulations are a way to
monitor and enforce legislations, manage
compliance, strategy and risk, organisational
impact and manage process implementation.
Regulation is a specific requirement within
legislation.

Launched in 2015
Providing strategic and
high quality consultants,
underpinned by a flexible,
qualified resourcing pool.

What do we do?
APS conduct progressive legislative reviews during
the concept of legislation, highlight likely impacts to
organisations within the Asset Management industry
and begin defining compliance criteria ahead of
regulatory confirmation.
We identify regulatory obligations through an indepth review of your business and highlight the
affected and/or impacted areas. We then provide
implementation plans, risk assessments, compliance
reviews, gap analysis and training materials to
ensure regulatory compliance tailored to your
business.

Redefining Consultancy Services — A sector
catalyst with a trusted network or professionals.

Economic Consulting
Post the announcement from the FCA in October setting out its
proposals to improve climate change disclosures by issuers and information to consumers on green financial products and services, many of the Industry’s Asset Management
companies are now looking into the changes needed to support compliance.

APS have experts and consultants to support you through those changes covering :


philosophy and strategy,



leading into governance and integration of the principles,



risk modelling / management



finally disclosure.

Each of these areas is required to support the other. For example, scenario analysis
will inform investment strategies and therefore how strong/weak the criteria are for
ESG scores and benchmarks. These are also informed by disclosures from companies in which they invest in. Which overall enables an understanding of the risks,
which is an iterative process, and subsequently informs disclosures.
Incorporating climate change into investment decision-making means new assessments and means of marking the quality of an investment.

Common ways to do

this have been to incorporate ESG scores into investment decisions. These enable
decision-makers to assess the Environmental, Social and Governance standards.

Change & Transformation
Specialists in the Financial
Services industry.

Our Approach
Our Regulatory delivery approach provides an
in-depth assessment of your organization’s
regulatory requirements to ensure that all
applicable regulations are effectively delivered.

Our Company Culture

Pioneering: We strive to react and work
differently to any other company in the sector by
continually evolving our approach

aps
About APS
Redefining Consultancy Services —A sector catalyst with a trusted network of professionals.

Our Purpose: We believe consulting needs to be redefined to enable digital transformation.
As a sector catalyst within Wealth & Asset Management we bring more value to our clients
and partners, underpinned by a trusted network of professional consultants.

Our Approach: We pride ourselves on delivering projects on time, budget and quality
expected in a rapidly changing landscape. Our vision is to become a trusted partner
within the Industry who organisations can rely on to deliver. We work in partnership with our
clients, providing them with the services they require at commercial terms demonstrating
value for money.

Privately owned and UK-based, with the Head Office in London and Operations in
Southampton.
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